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ACCOUNTABILITY CONSULTING

ASSESSING ACCOUNTABILITY
STANDARDS SERVICES
Trust is a financial asset because organizations with mistrust create
complexities, inefficiencies and work arounds that add up consuming

time and a tremendous amount of resources.

A good leader will created a trusting culture through appropriate transparency and doing
what they say they will do. Yet benefiting from trust also requires careful consideration of
what it takes to deliver on promises. Accountability Standards contain principles drawn
from subject matter experts that aid Managers and Leaders in adding to operational
capability to delivering on promises and benefit from the efficiency of growing trust.

ACCOUNTABILITY STANDARDS
 Creating a culture of

intentional strategic rigor, formalizing decision
management. Leveraging data supported choices,
free from bias to fully define risks taken.

 Ensuring that the mission, authority
and resources are aligned with the structure and
rules of the game. Clarifying ideal Board and

Executive roles and how they are reinforced in bylaws, rules and policy.

Fair Expectations Management must intentionally
leverage leading practices to create reasonable
expectations and acceptable protocol. They must
draw from the best management, risk and control
practices to set expectations for objective
monitoring, operational development and risk
mitigating that will best enable success.

Transparent Decisions

Role Clarity
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ACCOUNTABILITY CONSULTING

What We Do
   - Board and Executive Education on the value of focusing on
Accountability Standards

 
Through survey, interview and documentation conduct a SWOT analysis of
Accountability Standards

 Panel Participation, Training, Custom Education and Support

Facilitate Education

Assess Accountability Standards

 Decision Making  - Identify the formality in decision making activities; decision
classification, vetting of options, and application of risk consideration. See
Affiliation with the Strategic Decision Group
 Role Clarity - Define the relationship between the Board and Executive Team,
evaluate clarity of roles and its reinforcement in practice, rule and policy See
Affiliation with Aligned Influence
   - Evaluate process for defining and disseminating objectives and
monitoring their outcomes

 Oversight, metrics and internal reporting
 Risk and control management, operational capability
 Risk mitigation activities

Fair Expectations

 Report - Identify the tangible evidence of Accountability Standards, strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats
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ACCOUNTABILITY CONSULTING

Accountability Consulting specializes in structures, design,
capacity and review of Governance systems.

Leading an organization to success requires clarity in authority and
accountability supported by systems of checks and balances. Collectively we
label this effort as Governance. Fortunately, we have many leading practices,
standards and experiences to draw from when considering ideal Governance
structures.

GOVERNANCE SERVICES

The Structures of Governance include :
Policy,  Executive Review,  Audit & Risk Services, Strategic
Oversight and Operational Alignment.
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GOVERNANCE AREAS

Policy
Rules set by the Board of Directors represent its most powerful tool in
defining how the organization is to be run. 

 (See affiliate AlignedInfluence.com)

Executive Review
The Structure of Board Committees, their charters and the data they request
create the footprint of Board Executive Review. Do the structures of review
match what is needed to ensure the mission, vision and value of the
organization are being met?

Audit & Risk Services
Internal Audit is an international profession designed to provide independent
and objective risk and control information directly to the Board. Other
management functions directly responsible for risk, such as Compliance or
Information Security, also create valuable insight. 

Strategic Oversight
Strategies are transformational initiatives intended to seize greater
opportunity for organizational success. Yet are the choices clear? (See
Affiliate Strategic Decision Group). If the Board or Executive Team does not
fully see the options, how can they be sure of success. Formal Strategic
Planning Oversight should include vetting the quality of the options defined.

Operational Alignment
Operations are the organizational engine that produce services and products
of value. Successful operations not only work but grow in capacity for
productivity and quality. 

Do these rules *Protect, Direct and
Enable the organization?

Are risk roles clear without
overlap and is risk and control information fully leveraged by the Board and
Executive Leadership?

This is made possible through Executive Leaders
cultivating expanding capacity in the productive alignment of needed skills,
process efficiencies and enabling technology over time.
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GOVERNANCE SERVICES

What We Do
 Facilitated Training – Opening a discussion on identifying existing
governance practices and comparing them to opportunities to improve.
 Custom Training – Helping you where you are at to overcome obstacles
and identify solutions
 Rules and Policy Review – working with AlignedInfluence.com evaluate your
existing Rule and Policy structure and opportunities for improvement
 Board Structures and Executive Review – Evaluate Board Committees,
Charters, Information Reviewed and alignment with Mission, Vision and
Values looking for improvement opportunities
 Audit & Risk Services

 Evaluate the capacity of Internal Audit and opportunities to
modernize services to better meet Board and Executive
governance needs risk and control information needs
 Evaluate  risk functions' scope and information; identify
opportunities to better leverage risk data
 Evaluate Risk Management Programs, progress and productivity

 Strategic Oversight – Evaluate the formality of existing strategic planning
and execution activities, identifying opportunities for improvement
 Operational Alignment Custom – Facilitated Discussions with Executives on
methodologies to evaluate operational capabilities and manage for
productive growth
 Custom Support and Problem Solving – Conduct research on existing
challenges, identify the problem to solve, define next steps
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ACCOUNTABILITY CONSULTING

ENTERPRISE RISK MANAGEMENT
SERVICES
Risk is part of every organizational action. Over time specific kinds of
risk, like environmental hazards, acts of God, fraud, quality, safety or

information security have become so important to organizations that functions have been
developed to handle these specific types of risk. Approximately 15 years ago, new ideas
related to managing risk across an enterprise focused on one shared model for the rating
and managing of risk. This is often referred to as Enterprise Risk Management. Two
leading standard setters COSO in the United States and ISO Internationally, have
attempted to illustrate how these efforts should best integrate with daily monitoring
activities done by management. Progress is slow, but ideals and their promised value are
significant. Below is an illustration of ERM 1.0 implemented following 2004 Standards
and ERM 2.0 updating the ideals for implemention following 2018 standards.
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ERM AND INTERNAL CONTROL

The average mid to large government, not for profit or corporate entity invests millions in
managing risk. ERM ideals offer these entities a way to value these investments against
the overall picture of organizational risk and move towards a more efficient holistic
investment in one risk management system. The key to getting there rests with first
identifying desired internal controls:

 Hazard risk controls:  Compliance Program, Physical Security Program, Legal
Investigations, Human Resources, Information (Cyber) Security, etc.
 Operational Controls:  Objective ownership, Objective oversight, Process Controls
Operational Capability Growth
 Strategic Controls:  Formality in Decision Making; Research and Bias Checking;
Strategic Execution Oversight
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ERM SERVICES

What We Do

   – Review the evolution of ERM, the value opportunity it
presents and keys to checking organizational readiness
   – Evaluating Board and Executive interest and understanding
of ERM value opportunity and current Risk resource capabilities
 

 Assessing Internal Audit Program, Risk Assessment and Reporting Capability
 Assess Risk Functions footprint (authority), capacity and production of risk
information (Compliance, Legal, Human Resources, Quality, Physical Security,
Information Security, Insurance, Disaster Recovery, Business Continuity, etc.)
 Evaluate Technology involved and opportunities to share risk and control data
 Assess formality in Executive implementation of Operational Controls; clarity of
objectives and formality of oversight for objectives; clarity in operational growth
of capabilities, alignment of people, process and technology
 Assess formality in strategic planning processes; working bias out of decisions
and allowing clarity in risk taking choices

 
 Developing initiatives and project chronology recommendations necessary to
achieve ERM Program ideals
 Monitoring implementation efforts
 Issue resolution

Board and Executive Education

Assessing ERM Readiness

Developing Risk and Control Component Capabilities

Designing the Architecture for an integrated ERM Program
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ACCOUNTABILITY CONSULTING

Today’s Internal Audit Leader has to juggle evolving expectations on all
fronts. The Institute of Internal Auditors has significantly updated
Professional Standards twice within the last 15 years. Within the last

five years a new Mission Statement and Certification Exam has been rolled out. By 2023
the Standards will be updated for a 3  time. As pressures have increased on Boards and
Executives, their expectations of Internal Audit have also changed. Where Internal Audit
has been unable to change quickly enough, roles have been expanded in other risk
functions including quality, ERM and information security. If Internal Audit is not
anticipating and evolving to meet growing needs, they risk being minimized as a resource
to their Board and Executive Team. Finally, resources are always limited, so all these
expectations must be met on a budget. We help value adding change in Internal Audit
Departments happen.

Strategic Internal Audit
Being strategic about the future of internal audit starts with knowing where the value of IA
products and services is today. Then compare that value with expectations and
opportunities to add more. Finally, setting strategic initiatives to transform where needed,
and designing operational improvement plans.

Change Management
Transforming IA services or products requires that people, process and technology
involved be managed thoughout the change. Change management is the formal
communication, decision making and training that must take place for all to understand,
acknowledge, be heard and embrace the change.

Evolving Internal Audit Services

rd
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Internal Audit Operations

Risk and Control Integration Design
The lowest level of value is something done in a silo. Internal Audit’s Independence does
not mean their information on risk and control can not be shared. In fact Enterprise Risk
Management, Integrated or Combined Assurance, or GRC Technology all assume Internal
Audit is participating in sharing and drawing from others who assess and provide
information on risk. Carefully designed sharing can be accomplished and still preserve
the independent and objective nature of internal audit.

Quality Program Development
There are two levels of quality. The first is compliance and the second is value. First
Internal Audit functions must comply with professional standards. Second, they must be
acknowledged by all stakeholders as adding value directly to the organization they serve.
Compliance monitoring is simple but monitoring IA activities and processes for quality
and value is not always straight forward.

Knowledge Management
A strategic plan is the gap between what is and what we want to be. A knowledge
management plan is the gap between what we know today and what we need to know
tomorrow to achieve the strategy. Knowledge Management is made up of “codifying”
knowledge into guidance, tools and templates, and in developing a network of subject
experts who can fill needed gaps.

Enabling Technology
From risk assessment, to audit work papers and report writing, Internal Audit leaders
should take advantage of technology to improve efficiencies and expand the historical
data available on risk and control. Applications, and opportunities for process automation,
data analytics and visualization should be identified, evaluated and leveraged. 
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Internal Audit Services

What We Do
 Strategic Assessment Support – 

 Strategic Plan Development – What comes first? Building a 3 to 5 year strategic plan
depends on priorities, and is very dependent on clear communication to set
productive expectations
 

 Updating Risk Assessment Processes, integration opportunities
 Planning more value adding audits
 Audit Reporting, communicating the value created most effectively
 Internal Quality Program Development, Metrics and Measures
 Knowledge Management Program Design
 Technology Planning
 Training Programs

 
 Developing tough communications with Boards, Executives, Peers or Staff
 Reviewing plans and communications objectively
 Assessing potential consultants’ solutions for integration and value

 
 The Evolution of Internal Audit
 Roles and Responsibilities Board, Management, Risk Functions and Internal
Audit * See Affiliation with AlignedInfluence.com
 Leading Practices in ERM and Combined Assurance

Aid Internal Audit Leadership in the development of
strategic assessments, SWOT Analysis and alignment with expectations

Internal Audit Operations Improvement

Internal Audit Leader Support

Board and Executive Education
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ACCOUNTABILITY CONSULTING

POLICY AND REGULATION SERVICES
Policies and public regulations are the birthright of a democratic
society. An entity and/or a population gets to decide what lines should
not be crossed for the good of the entity and/or the overall social

good. This practice has created wealth across the world, adding fairness, and elevating
those with needed skills.

However, as markets and economies have grown from handshake transactions into
interdependent systems, policies and regulations have not always kept pace. Misapplied
policy can strangle growth, and bad regulation can shatter efficient systems into
expensive silos. Creating value adding policies begins with a solid understanding of roles.

 and healthy policy development practices. Once
roles are connected with policies in a healthy way, the capacity to chart and manage a
path to success by the Board and Executives increases as well.

AlignedInfluence.com, an affiliate of Accountability Consulting, illustrates the practical
and healthy relationship between a Board and its Executives in this simple model graphic
above, based on ideal roles for each. 

Clear roles lead to clear policy objectives
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ACCOUNTABILITY CONSULTING

Regulation began as a tool of fairness to draw dark lines of what is acceptable and what
is not within the marketplace. However, as current political interests expand the role of
government and have it owning parts of an industry or even an entity’s operations this
traditional tool will not work. Using regulation as a tool to define operations can be
problematic. Lawyers, while comfortable writing regulations, are not classically trained in
operational development. Regulations, written by Lawyers focused on operations can end
up becoming a long inefficient list of “thou shall not…” The problem implied in this
approach is only the things on the list need to be managed and everything else is fair
game. Worse, as industries are regulated by many government entities the lists begin
contradicting each other and/or adding tremendous costs to the organization.

 . The US Department of Health and Human Services and the Office
of Inspector General promotes a good example of principle based regulation in their 7
Elements of an Effective Compliance program.

1. Implementing written policies, procedures, and standards of conduct.
2. Designating a compliance officer and compliance committee.
3. Conducting effective training and education.
4. Developing effective lines of communication.
5. Conducting internal monitoring and auditing.
6. Enforcing standards through well-publicized disciplinary guidelines.
7. Responding promptly to detected offenses and undertaking corrective action.

Principle based Regulations allow room for leadership to leverage their operational skills,
aligning nimble people, process and technology needed to develop complexity and
efficiency.

Regulation that is addressing operations, processes and practices must be principle
based to be effective
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ACCOUNTABILITY CONSULTING

What We Do
 Facilitate Education - Board and Executive Education on appropriate roles and ideal
relationships in policy making, through AlignedInfluence.com
 Assess - Board Rules, Bylaws, and Policy against ideal roles, and desired impact –
Evaluate processes, decision makers and reviewers and identify opportunities for
improvement
 Design  - Bylaw, Rule, Policy making processes focused on meeting ideal Board and
Management role and desired outcomes
 Participate - in complex policy and/or regulatory decision making sessions, providing
insight and advice
 Evaluate - A body of Regulation for Update, providing insight in eliminating cost and
unintentional impacts

 Evaluate existing goals and objectives of the regulation
 Collect data on desired outcomes, positive and negative indirect impacts
 Develop risk informed ideas and recommendations on reducing the cost of
regulation while still working to achieve the objective

 Panel Participation, Training, Custom Education and Support
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